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What Makes Something Funny?

1. Violation 
a. Anything that threatens the way you believe the world should be 

i. Social - Moral Norms 

2. Benign 
a. Not being so serious/committed to the violation

i. Psychologically distant - happened long ago, happened to someone else, or doesn’t 
seem real 

ii. Alternative explanation that makes the violation okay 
1. Ex. Tickling/Mock attacks -threatening attacks that seem harmless

3. Both Violation and Benign Occur Simultaneously



What Does Humor Do for Us?

● Brings us together

● Helps us cope with pain 

● Triggers positive feelings - releases endorphins

● Brings our minds and bodies into balance

● Inspires hope 

● Helps us release anger 



Type of Comedic Performances

1. Stand-up Comedy 

2. Improvisational Comedy

3. Sketch comedy



What is Sketch Comedy?

A piece of writing acted out on stage/television, performed by a 
group of comedic actors, typically between two to five minutes, 
made to make audiences laugh. 

“comedic exploration of a concept, character, or situation” - SkillShareBlog



Autobiographical                vs                   Parody

Based on observational humor 

- situations or character traits 

you have experienced or 

witnessed, that is exaggerated 

for comic effect

A comedic take on popular 
content at the time - song, 
films, shows, events/news, etc



How to write a sketch comedy 

1. Brainstorm - jot down situations that stood out to you and 

explore why it stood out

2. Premise - explore possibilities - question yourself “What if?” & 

write down all connected ideas

3. Outline - arrange ideas in order of smallest to biggest 

4. Dialogue - name characters and give them a voice/personality

5. Edit - read the sketch out loud to yourself multiple times while 

thinking about the flow, laugh lines, smoothness



Popular Types of Comedy  

7. Parody

8. Surreal Humor

9. Tragicomedy

10. Farce

11. Wordplay Comedy

12. Deadpan Comedy 

13. Observational comedy

1. Slapstick Comedy
2. Dark Comedy 

3. Self-deprecating 

Humor

4. Romantic Comedy

5. High Comedy

6. Situational Comedy



Slapstick Comedy

Involves physical comedy, exaggerated facial expressions, and stunts



Situational Comedy

Find humor in the interactions and dynamics of a 

cast of individuals that appear repeatedly in the 

same location.



Observational comedy

Utilize performances to highlight the humor that goes undetected in 

daily life



Process 



What I made 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1daTAly8DHp-lX-f5pZqLwQ0L8qQawmze/preview


Inspirations

- Charlie Chaplin’s Slapstick 

Comedy Performance

- Saturday Night Live 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z7-QdoofMq8


Thank you for listening!

Questions?


